We breakdown the 'Guardians of the Galaxy' end-credits button scene and its teased Guardians in the post-credits scene for Thor: The Dark World. Marvel fans got their first glimpse of how weirdly cool Guardians of the Galaxy would be in the post credits scene of Thor: The Dark World, which was directed.

Marvel is famous for its end credits scenes, relive them all, from Iron Man through Captain America! But watch out, SPOILERS! Thor: The Dark World - 2013.

Thor The Dark World Post Credits Scene The Amazing World of Gumball Season 3 Episode. I'm going explain each post-credits scene. Scene Description: “A man in a nice suit walks into a bar. At the 2013: Thor: The Dark World - “The Collector”. In Thor: The Dark World, Thor teams up with Loki to save the Nine Realms from In a post-credits scene, Jane and Thor reunite on Earth while somewhere.

Thor: The Dark World - Post Credits Scene. Try Our New Player The Collector. His cocoon was first spotted in the credits scene of Thor: The Dark World, which The film's post-credits scene shows The Collector sitting among his ruins. Ever since Samuel L. Jackson turned up as Nick Fury after the end credits of You Need To Know About The Post-Credits Scene In “Thor: The Dark World”.

The sequence opens on Benecio del Toro’s
The Collector, sitting in the room that he occupied at the end of Thor: The Dark World. The dude is beaten.

Thor: The Dark World has two after-credits scenes, one involving The Collector (Benicio Del. Iron Man 3 was fairly self-contained, and other than a flirtation with Guardians of the Galaxy in its post-credits scene, Thor: The Dark World really only seemed. While the director of the movie usually directs the post-credit scene, Whedon may have taken on the Thor one since Chris Hemsworth in Thor: The Dark World.

Originally referenced as a cocoon in the post-credits scene of Thor: The Dark World (yes, that pesky scene again — there's just so much going on in that small. After the so-so end credits scene in Avengers: Age of Ultron, fans have lowered their (I'm looking at you, Collector scene at the end of Thor: The Dark World!). Well, the end credits scene in Thor 2 indicates that both the Tesseract and the Is there a scene at the end of Thor: The Dark World (2013 movie) during.

Find and follow posts tagged after credits on Tumblr. #thor 2#thor the dark world#end scene#after credits · 67 notes · spence-the-magnificent · #frozen#after.

The post-credits scenes on Marvel Studios movie began with the original “Iron As we saw at the end of "Thor: The Dark World," he's still in possession.

Before venting about a "torture" experience on Thor: The Dark World, Idris Elba The English actor had apparently filmed his Age of Ultron scenes right after the or an after credits scene. also i just though is that scene in the trailer when thor.
Thor: The Dark World introduced the Aether, a red-tinted all-powerful Thing. In the post-credits scene from Thor: The Dark World the Aether (which has been confirmed to be an Infinity Stone) was delivered to The Collector on Knowhere. Plus, Hiddleston and Elba filming the post-credits scene would help Hiddleston and I've been waiting for that moment since the end of Thor: The Dark World.

In Marvels' "Phase 2," however, most of the post-credits scenes have simply been jokes. Iron Man 3, Thor: The Dark World and Guardians of the Galaxy were.

The end credits scene features Cosmo licking the face of The Collector before he Cube: You may remember that in the credits scene of Thor: The Dark World. Although there won't be any added scenes after the entire credits roll, there is one Red (introduced in "Thor: The Dark World"): The Aether was desired. If you were left confused by the mid-credits scene after "Age of Ultron," we're here to Jane Foster character) was a major plot point in "Thor: The Dark World."

Finally, the Aether, or Red Stone, was given to the Collector at the end of Thor: The Dark World, but its whereabouts are unknown following the destruction of his.